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In this paper we will prove some congruences of the form 
a,,,,,’ = A ‘atn,,-j mod p2’, 
where p is a prime, A E Z,, m, rE N, and a, are binomial coefficients. These con- 
gruencees will be proved by the use of the p-adic r-function, sums of Gauss and 
Jacobi, and results of the work of Berndt and Evans [J. Number Theory 11 (1979), 
349-3981, Diamond [Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 233 (1977) 321-3371, and Gross 
and Koblitz [Ann. Math. 109 (1979) 569-5811. 0 1988 Academic Press, inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime, p z 1 mod 4. Gauss proved in [6] that 
(iiI:Fi)E2omodp, where p = a2 + b*, and a = 1 mod 4. (1) 
This result can easily be verified by use of the theory of elliptic curves on 
the curve 
E: Y2=X4+1. 
An improvement of this congruence is 
(2) 
where a+bicZ,,, and Ja+biJ, = 1. (2) was conjectured in [3] and was 
proved by Chowla, Dwork, and Evans in [4]. In the present paper we 
generalize this congruence to 
. (a + bi) mod Pan, 
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where m = 1 mod 4 and a + bi is defined as above. This congruence and 
many other congruences will be proved by use of Gauss-sums, Jacobi- 
sums, and the theory of the p-adic r-function. In Sections 2.1 to 2.5 some 
important results of Gross and Koblitz, Berndt and Evans, and Diamond 
will be quoted. Then in Section 3 we will prove the main theorem of this 
paper which deals with congruences of the type mentioned in the abstract. 
All these congruences will be mod p2’. It is very easy to prove these con- 
gruences mod p’. This can be done by use of the theory of elliptic curves or 
the theory of formal group laws. In fact this congruence is a congruence of 
the Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer type [ 11. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. The p-adic Log-Function 
Let Q, be the field of p-adic numbers. Let Q, be the completion of the 
algebraic closure of Qp. Define the sets D,, V,, and P by 
D, = {aEQ,I la- 11, cl}, 
V, = {aE:Q,(a”~‘= 1 for some positive integer be ), 
and 
P= {p’IM.J). 
We define log& 1+ x) for 1x(,, < 1 by 
log,( 1 + x) =x - 4 x2 + 4 x3 . . . in the usual way. 
We need the values of the log,-function on 52:. The log,-function can be 
uniquely extended to a function on 52: [9]. In fact the extension to Szz 
depends on the unique decomposition Q: = P x D, x V,, log,(P) = 
log,( V,) = 0, and the well-known fact that log,,(xy) = log,(x) + log,(y). 
2.2. The p-adic Gamma-Function 
We define for p a prime, p > 3, the p-adic Gamma-function r, by 
r,(o) = 1; 
r,@z+ l)= 
I 
-r,(n) if n=Omodp, 
-n.T,(n) if n & Omodp. (4) 
It turns out that the p-adic r-function is well-defined and continuous on N. 
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There is a unique extension from N to Z, such that r, is continuous on Z,. 
The &-function has the following properties: 
where x E Z,, , 
T,(x) . I-,( 1 - x) = ( - 1 )Xo, (5) 
I-K~~ rpccx + h)/m) 
r,(x). I-Ir:,l ~p(h/m) 
= ,I --x0. @-CP- I))Xl, (6) 
l<x,<p, xo~xmodp, x=x0+x1, JxlIp<p-‘, rn~N 
and p[m. (See Koblitz [ll] and Morita [13].) 
The p-adic f-function has a well-defined p-adic derivative. Define 
G(x)++ 
P 
and 
a, = f b(O) = lim 
T,(P’) - 1 
= G(0). 
T-DOD P’ 
(7) 
03) 
LEMMA 2.1. We have 
(i) r,‘(t) = (- l)(p+ ‘)I’; 
(ii) f,(f).f,(i)=-l,&rp~lmod3; 
(iii) f,(i). r,(i) = (- l)(p+3)‘4, for p - 1 mod 4; 
(iv) r,(A). f,(d) = (- 1)(p+‘)‘2, for p- 1 mod 3. 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from (5). i 
2.3. Gauss-Sums, Jacobi-Sums, and the p-adic r-Function 
In this section we recall some results of Gross and Koblitz [7, 111. First, 
we give some definitions: In the sequel we shall use the p-adic Gauss-sum. 
This sum is defined by 
P--l 
g(x, ti) = c x(t) * Jl(tk 
I=1 
(9) 
where 2: (Z/pZ)“+sZ,” is a multiplicative character and rl/: Z/pZ +f2, is 
an additive character. For two multiplicative characters x,, x2 over lF,” we 
define the Jacobi-sum by 
p--l 
J(xI, x2)= c xl(f).xAl--0. 
t=2 
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There is a connection between sums of Jacobi and Gauss which is given by 
the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.2. For x,, xz two multiplicative characters and $ an arbitrary 
additive character we have 
(11) 
Proof. See [12]. 1 
We denote by w(t): Z, -+ V, u (0) the Teichmiiller representation, i.e., 
(i) 4O=tmodp 
(ii) COP(t) = co(t) I 
for tEE 
P 
The following theorem is a result due to Gross and Koblitz, which is 
crucial in the sequel: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let XE Q, such that T?-’ = -p; Let 5 E 8, such that 
cp=l and[=l+nmodrc’. Then wehavefor l=Sa<p-2 
6 ) 
P- 1 
?P. l-, 5 =- ,?, Mt)r.i’. (12) 
Proof. See Gross and Koblitz [7, 111. 1 
The Gauss-sum obtained by taking t)(t) = 5’ and x(t) = co(t)-k will be 
denoted by g,. Hence we have 
r, a zz -7c-a.g,. 
b ) -1 
(13) 
COROLLARY 2.4. We have 
~p(4(p- U).~,(bl(~-l)) = 
r,((a + b)l(p - 1)) 
-JCo-” 
7 
o-bj 
= - c o-“(t) .o-b(l- t). (14) 
r=2 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 1 
2.4. A Result of J. Diamond 
We have the following proposition of Diamond: 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let d((p- l), 0 da,<d, let [ be a primitive dth root 
of unity. Then we have 
d-l 
-log,d-cr,+ c C-““.logp(Mk) 
&=I 
where a,, = T;(O). (15) 
Proof: See [S]. 1 
We need some technical, but simple, lemmas to calculate some exact 
values of G(a/d) in the cases where d = 2, 3, 4, and 6. These lemmas are: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let r, 1 E N, XE Z,. Then we have 
(1 + pX)“@= 1 + 1. p’- ’ . log,( 1 + pX) mod p*‘. (16) 
Proof: Let exp,( 1 + pX) = 1 + pX/l ! + p2X2/2! + p3X3/3! + . . . , then 
1 + pX= exp,(log,( 1 + pX)). 
(l+pX)“~Pr-‘=exp,(~~p’-‘~logp(l +pX)) 
=l+I.p’-‘.log,(l+pX) 
+t 42.p 2”-“.1Og;(l +pX)+ .a. 
=l+IZ.p’-‘.log,(l+pX)modp*‘. 1 
LEMMA 2.7. Let d((p - 1). Let m E Z. Let 1 <a < p - 1. Let o(t) be the 
Teichmiiller representation oft. Then we have 
l+m’P d 
‘-‘(p- l).log a~ a 
P 
c-1 da) 
(m~p’~‘(p-1)NdmodP2, 
(17) 
Proof. Since o(a) is a root of unity, log, o(a) = 0 from which it follows 
that log, a=log,(a/w(a)). But u/o(a) G 1 mod p. Hence we can apply 
Lemma 2.7, with Iz = (m(p - l))/d and 1 + pX= a/o(a). m 
2.5. The Results of Berndt and Evans 
Berndt and Evans calculated several values of the sums of Jacobi. We use 
their results for calculating quotients of p-adic f-functions in Lemma 2.5. 
First, we need some definitions. 
For p = 1 mod 4 we can write p uniquely as a sum of two squares: 
p = a2 + b*. We define Pdp4, $ E Z, with the following properties: 
(i) e =a+bi, g4 =a-bi, 
(ii) l%lp = 1, l%l, = VP, (18) 
(iii) us 1 mod4. 
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For p 5 1 mod 3 we can write 4. p uniquely as a sum of a square and 27 
times a square: 4p = e2 + 27 . f 2. We define gP3, $ E E, with the following 
properties: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
For p- 1 
sequel: 
~~=(e+3f.~~,~~=(e-3f.~~, 
IflIp= 1, m, = l/P, 
es-lmod3. 
(19) 
mod 3 we define two p-adic numbers will appear often in the 
p=w(4)L--1)/3 9 (20) 
0 = cil(J~. (21) 
Notice that p is a root of unity of order 3, and c = + 1. 
LEMMA 2.8. We have for all primes 
We have for primes p, p E 1 mod 4 
W) 
(4 f$=%. 
We have for primes p, p - 1 mod 3 
(iii) r,(~r. r,(f) _ 
~,G) 
-9: q-l, 
(iv) 
r,‘(f,=g 
&G> 3’ 
(v) 
Proof: (i) is a consequence of Lemma 2.1. Berndt and Evans calculated 
the following Jacobi-sums: For p prime, p = 1 mod 4 let x be a character 
mod p of order 4, then 
J(x, x)= -9$ or J(x, x)= --gd, depending on the choice of x. (22) 
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For p prime, p 3 1 mod 6 let x be a character mod p of order 6, then 
J(x, xl= - 2 ( 1 .psP3 or J(x,x)= - $ ( > .p%, 
J(x, 2’) = J(x’, x3) = --p2 .S$ or J(x, x2) = J(x*, x3) = -p2 .g3, 
J(x2, x2) = -9$ or J(x2, x2) = -g3, 
depending on the choice of x. 
(24) 
(25) 
By use of (14) and (22) we find 
q3$) _ -- 
r,(s) 
-J(x,x)=YZ orPd. 
Note that jr,.,(z)l, = 1, for all ZE h,, hence for the left side of (17) the 
p-adic valuation is zero. We, have 
p = Y4 . & = a2 + b2 = (a + bi) . (a - bi). 
Hence one of the factors (a + bi) and (a - bi) has p-adic valuation 1; the 
other has p-adic valuation p-l. By definition we have (a + biJ, = 1; and 
la+ bil, = p-l. Hence in (17) we have to chose Pd. 
We prove with a similar argument that $ has to be chosen in (iii) until 
(vii). Note that (vii) = (v) x (vi). 1 
3. APPLICATIONS 
The central theorem of this paper is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be a prime, p z 1 mod d. Let m, r E N, where m E 
1 mod d, Let g3 and g4 be as defined in (18) and (19). Then we have 
a mpr E A . a,,+,- I mod p2r, where A = 9 . u”‘P’- ‘(P - 1)/d. (26) 
(See Table I. ) 
Proof: (i) It follows immediately from [17, Th. 1331. For the cases 
(ii) to (vii) we need more definitions. 
T(d,a,b)={(a+b)-G(F)-a.G(i)-b*G($)}**. (27) 
7,&d, a, b) = 1 + $ *‘$ . T(d, a, b). (28) 
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TABLE I 
d 4 u B 
(i) 2 
(ii) 4 
(iii) 3 
(iv 1 3 
(VI 6 
(vi) 6 
(vii) 6 
n-l 
(n- 1)/3 (n- 1)/3 (n- 1)/3 
(n- 1)/Z 
(n-1)/6(n-1)/6(n-1)/6 
16 (-l/P) 
-4 . 9 4 
1 * 
JG7 93 
16 (- l/P)% 
&%-V6 s: .u 
%fF? (-l/pP:~a 
These numbers have the following properties: Let p be a prime, 
p=lmodd. Let a, b, m, refk!. Let a+b<d. Let mE1modd. Then we 
have 
.( 
(u+b).(mp’-‘- l)/ 
u(mp’ _ ’ - 1 )/d . ~,a,,(4 a, b) 
(29) 
and we have by applying Proposition 2.5 
d-l 
T(d,u,b)= 1 {(u+b)~5-‘“+b)k-u~~-ok-b.[-bk}.log,(l-~k). (30) 
k=l 
In order to prove (29), notice that for p 2 5 
T(M + fi. pr) = r(a). (1 + G(U). /I. p’) mod Pan, (31) 
[ 15, par. 2.11, and notice that in our case (a + b < d) 
(32) 
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From this follows 
(a+b).(mp’- I)/ (a+b)*(mp’-l-l)/ 
a(mp’ - 1 )/d a(mp’-‘- 1)/d 
=- r,(l +(a+b).(mp’-1)/d) 
I’,( 1 + a(mp’ - 1 )/d) . r,,( 1 + b(mp’ - 1 )/d) 
= r,(a(l- w’)/d) . r,(b( 1 - WW) 
, r,<@ + 6). (I- mp’)ld) 
= T,(a/d) .f,(b/d) (1 - G(a/d).a/d.mp’) .(l - G(b/d). b/damp’) 
- ~,((a+b)/d) . (l-G((a+b)/d).(c~+b)/d~mp’) 
= ‘,tald) “hbfd), 1 +mp’ p- ’ T(d a 
- &((a + bY4 ( d-7 ’ ) 
b) mod p2’ 
E ~,(ald)~ r,(W) 
&,((a + bY4 
. z,,,(d, a, b) mod p2’. 
We can calculate some exact values of T(d, a, b) by formula (30). These 
values are listed in Table II. Here we give one example of a calculation: 
T(4,1,1)= 2 {2.i-2k-2.i--k).log,(l-ik) 
&=I 
=(-2+2i).log,(l-i)+4~log,2+(-2-2i)~log,(l+i) 
=(-2+2i).log,)1-iJ+4.log,2+(-2-2i)*log,l1+il 
=4.log,2-4.log,Jz=2.log,2. 
TABLE II 
d a b T(d, a, b) 
2 1 1 
4 1 1 
4 1 2 
4 1 3 
3 1 1 
3 1 2 
6 1 1 
6 1 2 
6 1 3 
6 1 4 
6 1 5 
6 2 3 
4.log,2 
2.10gp2 
-2.log,2 
12.log,2 
0 
9 lolLI m 
4.1og;i 
-4.log,2+94ogp&Tj 
8dogp2-940&,~ 
-8.log,2 
12.10gp2+910gp~) 
-4. log, 2 - 9 log, &Tj 
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TABLE III 
d a b u(d, a. b) 6 
2 1 1 16 1 
4 1 1 -4 1 
4 1 2 -+ 1 
4 1 3 212 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
3 1 2 JF$ 1 
6 1 1 16 
6 1 2 43716 
P -1 
PO 
6 1 3 2*.Jm PO 
6 1 4 
6 1 5 
2’4Q-7 *
P 
-I 
rs 
6 2 3 2-4.Jiw- PO 
We can calculate the values of ~(d, a, b) by formula (28) and express 
r(d, a, b) in the form (see Table III) 
r,-,(d, a, 6) = 6 . u(d, a, b)Mp”-‘cP- I)“, where b6 = 1. 
Do pay attention to the factor o(a) {m.p’-‘(p- ‘jidi which appears as a result 
of formula (17). We will give an example: 
2,,,(4, 1, 1) = 1 +F.p$. 7-(4, 1, 1) 
mp’ p-l 
==1+7 .----log,4 
P 
4 
c-1 
mp’-‘-(p- 1)/4 
= o(4) 
z 4mp’+‘.(p-1)/4 . (4?))-‘Pp ‘I/*. 
Note that (w(2)) ‘P-*‘~2=(2/p)=(-1)(p-1’i4 for primes prlmod4. 
Theorem 3.1 follows immediately. 1 
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